October 31, 2015

**Annoying Behavior:**
Officers received a report of an altercation between two students - 0137 (1501-1067-OF). Referred to Deans.

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Prescott to assess a student. The student was transported to the hospital - 0153 (1501-1069-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Prescott to assist an injured student. First aid was provided on scene - 0207 (1501-1070-OF).

**Breaking & Entering; Vandalism; Larceny Under $250; Trespassing:**
Officers responded to Prescott for a report that an apartment had been broken into and vandalized. Two wallets were reported stolen. A female who did not reside in the apartment was found in the apartment - 1256 (1501-1072-OF).

October 30, 2015

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Enfield to assess a student. The student was escorted to the triage center - 2248 (1501-1063-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Greenwich to assess a student. The student required no further medical attention - 2334 (1501-1064-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Adele Simmons Hall to assess a student. The student was escorted to the triage center - 2348 (1501-1065-OF).

October 29, 2015

**Larceny Over $250:**
Officers received a report that a bicycle that was locked to a bench outside SAGA was stolen along with the bench some time since 10/25 - 1055 (1501-1055-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and the EMTs responded to Greenwich to assist a student who was injured. The student was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 2256 (1501-1057-OF).
Medical Emergency: Officers and the EMTs responded to Merrill to assist a student who was injured. The student was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 2256 (1501-1058-OF).

October 28, 2015

Medical Emergency: Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to Dakin to assess a student who was ill. The student was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 2356 (1501-1050-OF).

October 27, 2015:

Fire Alarm: Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be cooking smoke and the alarm was reset - 1901 (1501-1044-OF).

Larceny Under $250: An employee reported that an individual left the Book Store in the Library without paying for an item on 10/25/2015 - 1830 (1501-1045-OF). Referred to Deans.

Medical Emergency: Officers responded to Dakin to assess a student. The student was referred to Health Services in the morning - 2205 (1501-1047-OF).

October 26, 2015:

College Policy Violation: Officers responded to Dakin for a report of students with a bong. Paraphernalia was confiscated - 1503 (1501-1035-OF). Referred to Deans.

Assist Citizen: Officers were requested to respond to Dakin to assist a student - 1653 (1501-1036-OF).

October 25, 2015

Medical Emergency: Officers and the EMTs responded to Johnson Library to assist an individual reported to be intoxicated. The individual was evaluated and declined further medical attention - 0113 (1501-1023-OF).

Medical Emergency: Officers and the EMTs responded to Enfield to assist a student who was injured. The individual was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 0155 (1501-1025-OF).
Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Greenwich to assist a person who was injured. The individual was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 1427 (1501-1028-OF).

Assault & Battery:
A student reported being assaulted by another student outside a residential building. The victim was provided their options, including medical attention, and declined further assistance at this time - 1715 (1501-1029-OF).

October 24, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to the Dining Commons to assist a person who was ill. The individual was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 1447 (1501-1021-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Prescott to assist an individual with an injury. The individual was treated on scene - 1749 (1501-1022-OF).

October 23, 2015

Carbon Monoxide Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to the Bridge Cafe for a report that a carbon monoxide alarm was beeping and several people felt ill. AFD tested CO levels in the area and the readings were normal. The cause of the alarm beeping was a faulty detector. The individuals feeling ill declined any medical attention, and the building was able to be re-occupied - 1638 (1501-1017-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers responded to Health Services to assist with an ambulance transport - 1715 (1501-1018-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Prescott to assist a person who was ill. The individual was assessed and declined further medical treatment - 2248 (1501-1020-OF).

October 22, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to Dakin to assess a student who was ill. The student was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 2205 (1501-1014-OF).

October 21, 2015
Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to Enfield to assist a student who was ill. The student was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 0008 (1501-1007-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the EMTs responded to Prescott to assess a student who was ill. The student declined an ambulance and was seeking medical care - 1816 (1501-1009-OF).

October 20, 2015

College Policy Violation:
Officers received a report of drug paraphernalia at Dakin. The students responsible turned the item into Campus Police - 1637 (1501-1003-OF). Referred to the Deans.

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin for a fire alarm. The cause was believed to be an aerosol product sprayed near a smoke detector - 1857 (1501-1006-OF).

October 19, 2015

Larceny Over $250:
A student reported a bicycle was stolen from the Merrill bike rack since 10/18/2015. The bicycle was not locked to the rack - 2125 (1501-996-OF). Case Open.

Larceny Over $250:
A student reported a laptop left in the Merrill lounge was stolen some time since 2:00 that morning - 2142 (1501-997-OF). Case Open.

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to the Robert Crown Center to assist a student who was ill. The student was assessed and declined further care - 2201 (1501-998-OF).

Well-Being Check:
Officers responded to Dakin to check on a student. The student was located and determined to be fine - 2351 (1501-1000-OF).

October 18, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs, and AFD responded to the Greenwich to assist a student who was ill. The student was evaluated and transported to the hospital by ambulance - 2209 (1501-992-OF).

October 17, 2015
**Medical Emergency:**
Officers responded to the soccer fields for a report of an injury. A participant in an event was evaluated and declined further care - 1034 (1501-984-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers responded to the soccer fields for a report of an injury. A participant in an event was evaluated and declined further care - 1112 (1501-985-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to Prescott for an injured student. The individual was evaluated and declined further care – 1131 (1501-986-OF).

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and AFD responded to the Bus Stop to assist two visitors who had fallen. They were evaluated and transported to the hospital by ambulance - 1657 (1501-987-OF).

**October 16, 2015**

**Larceny Over $250:**
A student reported that money was removed from her bank account, believed to be the result of a scam - 1254 (1501-978-OF). Case Open.

**Medical Emergency:**
Officer and EMTs responded to Prescott Tavern for an ill student. The individual was evaluated and signed a refusal of care form – 1642 (1501-980-OF).

**Suspicious Person:**
Officers responded to the area of Prescott Quad for a report of a suspicious person. Witnesses were unable to provide a description as the person was not seen well. Officers located no one in the area - 1935 (1501-981-OF).

**October 15, 2015**

None.

**October 14, 2015**

**Medical Emergency:**
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin for a medical emergency. A student was evaluated and transported to the hospital by ambulance - 2130 (1501-973-OF).

**October 13, 2015**
Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to Merrill for a medical emergency. A student was evaluated and transported to the hospital by ambulance - 1941 (1501-968-OF).

October 12, 2015

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be cooking smoke and the alarm was reset - 1828 (1501-964-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and the AFD responded to Dakin for a medical emergency. A student was evaluated and transported to the hospital by ambulance - 2110 (1501-965-OF).

October 11, 2015

None

October 10, 2015

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be cooking smoke and the alarm was reset - 1849 (1501-957-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a fire alarm. The cause was determined to be cooking smoke and the alarm was reset - 2051 (1501-961-OF).

October 09, 2015

None

October 08, 2015

None

October 07, 2015

Suspicious Activity:
Officers responded to a report of suspicious writing on a wipe-off board in FPH - 0841 (1501-949-OF). Case Open
Medical Emergency:
Officers and AFD responded to a report of an ill student. The student was assessed and was transported to the hospital by ambulance - 1145 (1501-950-OF).

October 06, 2015

Fire Alarm:
Officer and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke - 1850 (1501-944-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officer, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. The individual was evaluated and transported to CDH by AFD. On Call Staff were notified – 1853 (1501-945-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officer and EMTs responded to Prescott for an injured student. The individual was evaluated and signed a refusal of care form – 1947 (1501-946-OF).

Police Information:
Officer received information from other police department regarding a restraining order. On Call Staff notified – 2337 (1501-50-FI).

October 05, 2015

Fire Alarm:
Officer and AFD responded to Prescott for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke - 1850 (1501-944-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was unknown. HCPP contacted, Electricians responded to area – 1148 (1501-934-OF).

Harassment, Criminal:
Officers responded to Merrill for a report of stalking. Officers took the report, Dean’s Referral was entered – 1730 (1501-936-OF). The case is open.

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Enfield for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panels were reset. A Dean’s Referral was entered – 2023 (1501-937-OF).

Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to the Dining Commons for an injured student. EMTs assisted the individual. Student signed a refusal of care form – 2233 (1501-938-OF).
Medical Emergency:
Officers and EMTs responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs evaluated the individual who signed a refusal of care and will go to HCHS in the morning – 2346 (1501-939-OF).

October 04, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 0626 (1501-927-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was cooking smoke. The panels were reset – 1138 (1501-929-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Dakin for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was unknown smoke. The building was checked and cleared. The panel was reset – 1242 (1501-930-OF).

October 03, 2015

Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs assisted the individual. AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 0107 (1501-920-OF).

October 02, 2015

Larceny over $250:
Officers responded to Dakin for a report of individuals using drug paraphernalia on a balcony. On Call Staff made contact with the students. The paraphernalia was confiscated – 1217 (1501-911-OF).

Fire Alarm:
Officers and AFD responded to Greenwich for a reported fire alarm. The cause of the alarming was cooking smoke. The panels were reset – 1520 (1501-915-OF).

Motor Vehicle Accident:
Officers responded to the Dakin Parking Lot for a reported minor car accident. Officer took the report – 1846 (1501-46-AC).

Medical Emergency:
Officer, EMTs and AFD responded to Greenwich for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual. AFD transported to CDH. On Call Staff notified – 2119 (1501-914-OF).
Medical Emergency:
Officers, EMTs and AFD responded to Merrill for an ill student. EMTs and AFD evaluated the individual who was transported to CDH by AFD – 2259 (1501-917-OF).

October 1, 2015

Larceny Over $250:
A student reported a backpack left in the Dining Commons was stolen since 09/30/2015 at 18:30 - 1624 (1501-910-OF). Case Open.